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1 Question
Given a continuously growing number of questions one asks himself, what is the proper procedure to answer
these questions?

2 Answer
There is no proper procedure per se. The most important is to get started. Write your questions down so
that you have a list. When you have a new question, you can check if you have asked a similar question in
the past.

In their book Algorithms to live by, Brian Christian and Tom Griffiths write (about scheduling)

In a thrashing state, you’re making essentially no progress, so even doing tasks in the wrong order
is better than doing nothing at all. Instead of answering the most important emails first — which
requires an assessment of the whole picture that may take longer than the work itself — maybe
you should sidestep that quadratic-time quicksand by just answering the emails in random order,
or in whatever order they happen to appear on-screen.

A lot of what I wrote in How do you prioritize things when there are so many of them competing against one
another? and How can I organize all the webpages I never read? applies here, namely:

• Record your questions in a single location that you can search
• Do not spend time answering questions you don’t care about the answer

– Record under such question that you decided not to answer them due to a lack of value
• Prioritize the questions you would like to have an answer to

– Evaluate how valuable is a question’s answer to you, and how much time you would be willing to
spend to answer it

• Look online for existing answers
• Write down the answer to the question you asked yourself, you may ask the same question again in the

future
• Answer one question per day

I often joke around with colleagues at work that it’s easier to generate dumb questions than it is to answer
them appropriately. As such, don’t spend your time on questions that are not worth answering.

If you dedicate a bit of your time every day to answer one question you asked yourself, you will slowly
accumulate a large list of questions you’ve spent time thinking about and answering. Those answers may be
useful to others, so make sure that you share as many of your answers with others.
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